
Robert Smith 
Airport Security Officer

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Efficient and organized surveillance Airport Security Officer professional 
with years in security and safety compliance Extensive security guard 
training. Surveillance expert is highly skilled in responding to emergency 
situations and providing crisis intervention. Security Officer focused on 
safety and security management, as well as asset recovery.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Airport Security Officer
ABC Corporation -   March 2001 – April 2003 

Responsibilities:

 Monitored and authorized entrance and departure of employees, 
visitors, and other persons to guard against theft and maintain security 
of premises.

 Patrolled industrial or commercial premises to prevent and detect signs 
of intrusion and ensure security of doors, windows, and gates.

 Escorted or drove motor vehicle to transport individuals to specified 
locations or to provide personal protection.

 Operated detecting devices to screen individuals and prevent passage 
of prohibited articles into restricted areas.

 Wrote reports of daily activities and irregularities such as equipment or 
property damage, theft, presence of unauthorized persons, or unusual 
occurrences.

 Called police or fire departments in cases of emergency, such as fire or 
presence of unauthorized persons.

 Warned persons of rule infractions or violations, and apprehend or evict 
violators from premises, using force when necessary.

Airport Security Officer
Delta Corporation -   2000 – 2001 

Responsibilities:

 Ensure proper identification at various entry points while monitoring 
systems Conduct airport security clearance, badge checks internal and 
external .

 MS) Enforced compliance of local and federal security regulations while 
observing airport traffic.

 Utilized knowledge of challenge procedures while conducting and 
monitoring air operations area.

 Completed course studies on civil aviation security operations and 
criminal law.

 Checking proper Identification and Boarding Passes at Airport 
Checkpoint - Greeting passengers as they arrive and depart Checkpoint 
- Surveilling .

 Screened passengers at the airport using x-ray, walk-through metal 
detector, and baggage search.

 Observe and detect any possible.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Inventory Management, 
Central Supply Tech III, 
Distribution 
Management, Purchasing
Manager, Information 
Manager.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

G.E.D
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